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1. Draft Council Decision authorising the Commission to open negotiations for the conclusion of an arrangement between the European Community, on the one part, and the Swiss Confederation and the Principality of Liechtenstein, on the other part, on the modalities of the participation by those States in the European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the Member States of the European Union

7414/08 FRONT 30
7406/08 FRONT 29

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08


8062/08 COPEN 62 EUROJUST 28 EJN 23 CATS 31

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

3. Draft Common Position on the normative proposal for a simplified extradition procedure in the Council of Europe

7349/08 COPEN 50 CATS 17
+ COR 1
+ REV 1 (pt)
+ REV 1 COR 2 (pt)

approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 19.03.08

8314/08 mfg
CAB
EN
4. Europol
   (a) Draft Europol Annual Report 2007
       8022/08 EUROPOL 40
       7804/08 EUROPOL 35 (en)
   (c) Europol Work Programme 2009
       8024/08 EUROPOL 42
       7801/08 EUROPOL 32 (en)
       approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

5. Draft Council conclusions on the Russian Organised Crime Threat Assessment (ROCTA)
   8084/08 CRIMORG 57 ENFOPOL 65 ENFOCUSTOM 43
   6548/2/08 REV 2 CRIMORG 35 ENFOPOL 36 ENFOCUSTOM 30
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

6. Draft Council conclusions on an impact assessment to the possibility of introducing Effective
   Parts Marking as a mandatory measure for all newly manufactured and imported/registered
   vehicles within the EU
   8097/08 ENFOPOL 67 MI 112
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

   7352/08 ENFOPOL 46
   5573/08 ENFOPOL 15
   + COR 1
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 02.04.08

8. Adoption in the official languages of a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC)
   1030/2002 laying down a uniform format for residence permits for
   third-country nationals (LA)
   13602/1/07 REV 1 VISA 305 COMIX 845
   13502/2/07 REV 2 VISA 303 COMIX 838
   + REV 3 (mt)
   + REV 4 (pt)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 19.03.08

9. Draft Council Decision authorising the Commission to open negotiations for the conclusion of
   a short-stay visa waiver agreement between the European Community and Brazil
   8010/08 VISA 121 AMLAT 36
   8008/1/08 REV 1 VISA 122 AMLAT 37
   RESTREINT UE
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08
10. Practical cooperation in the field of asylum
   - Draft Council conclusions
     7978/08 ASILE 7
     + REV 1 (fi)
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

11. Draft Council Decision amending the Decision of the Executive Committee, set up by the 1990 Schengen Convention, amending the Financial Regulation on the costs of installing and operating the technical support function for the Schengen Information System (C.SIS)
    7886/08 SIRIS 44 SCHENGEN 10 CH 21 COMIX 251
    7789/08 SIRIS 41 SCHENGEN 7 CH 18 COMIX 239
    + COR 1 (el)
    + COR 2 (fr)
    + COR 3 (es)
    + COR 4 (de)
    + COR 5 (sl)
    + COR 6 (it)
    + COR 7 (nl)
    + COR 8 (hu)
    approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

12. Association with Croatia
   - Establishment of the position of the European Union for the 4th Stabilisation and Association Council meeting (Luxembourg, 28 April 2008)
     8304/08 HR 2
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 16.04.08

13. Adoption of a Community position within the EC-EFTA Joint Committee on Common Transit, with a view to adoption of draft Decision No 2/2007 of the EC-EFTA Joint Committee on Common Transit amending the Convention of 20 May 1987 on a common transit procedure
    6915/08 CID 3 UD 31 AELE 5
    + REV 1 (es)
    + REV 2 (hu)
    + REV 3 (lt)
    7396/08 CID 5 UD 43 AELE 6
    approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 11.04.08
14. Adoption of a Council Decision on the position to be taken by the Community concerning the proposal to amend the Customs Convention on the International Transport of goods under cover of TIR carnets (TIR Convention 1975)
   6981/08 UD 33 CID 4 TRANS 58
   + REV 1 (lt)
   7397/08 UD 44 CID 6 TRANS 72
   approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 11.04.08

15. European Economic and Social Committee
   - Nomination of Mr Josly PIETTE (Belgian member)
     7838/08 CES 14 JUR 141
     7822/08 CES 15
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 16.04.08
Public deliberation items

   - Adoption of the legislative act
     PE-CONS 3690/07 CRIMORG 185 MI 328 CODEC 1400
     + COR 1 (lv)
     7687/08 CODEC 387 CRIMORG 51 MI 98
     + ADD 1
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

17. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the law applicable to contractual obligations (Rome I) (LA + S) (First reading)
   - Adoption of the legislative act
     PE-CONS 3691/07 JUSTCIV 334 CODEC 1401
     + COR 1 (sl)
     + COR 2 (sv)
     + COR 3 (fr)
     + COR 4 (pt)
     + COR 5 (fi)
     + REV 2 (es)
     + REV 3 (lv)
     + REV 4 (ro)
     7689/2/08 REV 2 CODEC 388 JUSTCIV 55
     + ADD 1
     approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 09.04.08

18. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to include aviation activities in the scheme for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the Community (LA + S) (First reading)
   - Adoption
     (a) of the common position
     5058/08 ENV 2 AVIATION 2 MI 1 IND 1 ENER 2 CODEC 4
     + REV 1 (sv)
     + REV 2 (lv)
     8041/08 CODEC 425 ENV 194 AVIATION 87 MI 109 IND 27 ENER 95
     + ADD 1 REV 2
     + COR 1
     + COR 2
     (b) of the statement of the Council's reasons
     5058/08 ENV 2 AVIATION 2 MI 1 IND 1 ENER 2 CODEC 4 ADD 1
     approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 11.04.08
19. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on common rules for the operation of air services in the Community (Recast) (LA + S) (First reading)

- Adoption
  
  (a) of the common position
  16160/07 AVIATION 220 CODEC 1414
  + COR 1 (fi)
  + COR 2 (ga)
  + COR 3 (fr)
  + REV 1 (el)
  + REV 2 (cs)
  + REV 3 (pl)

  7627/08 CODEC 371 AVIATION 75
  + ADD 1
  + ADD 1 COR 1
  + ADD 1 REV 1 (fi)
  + ADD 1 REV 2 (cs)
  + ADD 1 REV 3 (pl)

  (b) of the statement of the Council’s reasons
  16160/07 AVIATION 220 CODEC 1414 ADD 1
  + ADD 1 COR 1
  + ADD 1 COR 2 (cs)
  approved by COREPER, Part 1, on 02.04.08